Economics Peer Mentor Research Panel

Peer Mentor Program
Event time: 02/17/20
Speaker, Affiliation: Devesh Agrawal, Jingyi Cui, and Lara Varela Gajewski
WLH 117

Interested in doing research for a Yale Economics faculty? Don't know where to start? Considering the Herb Scarf fellowship for this upcoming summer? Hoping for a different, more rigorous and original way of engaging with materials you enjoyed in your micro and macro classes? Come to research panel featuring current undergraduates who have participated in Herb Scarf and Tobin programs at Yale from 7-8pm at WLH 117 on Feb. 17 (Monday). If you have any questions about the panel, or about research programs, please reach out to Econ peer mentors Lara, Devesh, and Jingyi. Refreshments will be served.
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